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A flow visualization rig has been built at Monserco Limited to provide visual

insight into the thgrmalhydraulic phenomena which occur during single phase

and two phase thermc>syphoning in a figure-of-eight heat transport loop. Tests

performed with the i'i-o *•'••=' •= ;.i •-••viced design information for the scaling and

instrumentation of <3 high pressure rig being investigated for simulating CANPi'

reactor conditions during natural circulation cooling. A videotape was

produced, for viewing at this presentation, to show important thertnalhydraulic

features of che chetrcesyphoning process.

The rig is a star.ds.rt iigure-of-eight loop with two steam generators and three

heated channels per pass. An elevated surge tank open to atmosphere was used

?c,r pressure cc.v.tY\A« Two variable speed p-amps provided fnrtet?. ?iicvilatiov.

for warming up the rig> and for establishing the desired initial conditions

for testing. Test rig power could be varied between 0 and 15 kK. The rig vss

designed to have a power to volume ratio equal to that of a commercial CAJiDl

power reactor operating at decay power level. Varying mass flux was

attainable by mounting che rig on a backboard which could be raided or Vvered

to varv the gravity head chat drives flov curing thernosyphoning.

Polycarbonate tubing connected with standard AUS compression fittings was used

for the primary system piping. Acrylic tubing was used for the -secondary side

of the steam generator where temperatures are lower. The inlet 3nd outlet

headers were manufactured with removable extensions and blind flanges. The

adjustable headers afld compression fittings allow simpie rearrangement of the

piping; and these features of the rig were used to study the effect on
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thertrcsyphoning of header size, feeder geometry, and the nuraher of heated

channels in each core pass.

The flow visualization rig was instrumented to monitor primarv coolant

pressure, temperature, power and flow, and secondary temperature and flcv. A

Hewlett-Packard data logger was used to measure outputs froir :l:t

instrumentation and the aata were transmitted to a VAX 11/75^ computer .or

processing and storage. A VT100 interactive terminal was used to displav the

data aicer processing by the VAX. Instrumentation could easily be connected

and disconnected, thus providing a means for determining the usefulness of

different instruments for studying the cherraosyphening process.

The thermosyphoning rig design was verified by computer simulation using the

SOPHT thermalhydraulics code, to verify that the flow visualization rig

provided a channel mass flux similar to a CANDU-600 reactor in single phase

conditions. Alter design and construction of the rig, experiments were done

to determine the rig characteristics. Heat loss measurements w<_rc L^CV; .>t an

average primary temperature of 75°, about 50% of the heater power was

transferred to the steam genera'ors. Other tests were done to determine the

maximum power which could be removed while maintaining ?v'zcelled conditions

throughout the primary system.

Once operating characteristics for the test rig were established, a series of

tests was performed. The tests were designed to determine the following:

1) Effect of number of heated channels per pass on thermosyphening flow.

2) Effect of header size ard spacing of feeder connecticr.s on

thermosyphcr.ing.

3) Effect of the length of feeder horizontal sections on channel venting

during two phase thermosyphoning.

4) Adequacy of various instrumentation.

SOPHT is a thertnalhydraulics network code developed by Ontario Hydro.
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Approximately one hundred experiments were performed. Videotapes were made to

show important phenomena. Significant observations from the tests done OP the

flow visualization rig are:

1) The tests done with three heated channels par pass showed behaviour which

could not be seen with the two channel per pass configuration. Channel

flow reversals in one channel per pass was observed in the three channel

configuration without eliminating the steam generators as a heat sink.

This was not observed with two heated channels pei pass. More than two

heated channels per pass are, therefore, required in test rigs which are

designed to study channel-to-channel interactions during thermosyphoning.

2) Increasing the header length and spacing between the feeder connections

did not cause observable changes in thermosyphoning behaviour. Single

phase flow patterns were unaffected by changing header length, and no

differences in channel interactions during two phase thermosyphoning were

observed. It is not possible at this time to generalize this result to

other geometries and conditions.

3) Keatad channels with horizontal feeder sections ccnnecred tc the channel

die net vent as readily during two phase thermosyphoning as those w:*h

vertical feeder connections to the channel. Proper representation of

feeder geometry is important for studying two phase natura] circulaticr.

using a test rig.

4) Natural circulation flows and pressure differentials were very small.

The best data for studying rig behaviour were obtained from thermocouples

on the rig. By observing t^n.perasures arcurd the loop, flow directions

and magnitudes could be obtairec;. A turbine .'lev meter tested in the

loop did not give reliable flow measurements ami the snail differential

pressures were difficult to measure and interpret. Emphasis should be

put on extensive temperature measurements for a rig designed to study

natural circulation cooling.


